
Blokart International Newsletter - Feb 2022 NZ/AU 
Thinking of visiting Blokart International? 
As much as we would love to see you, the Blokart office/showroom is closed to visitors during Covid 19 
Red Setting.

We have taken this step in light of potential isolation requirements should a member of our small team 
become a close contact of someone with Covid-19, this will give us the best opportunity to minimise the 
potential risk to our export business and maintain continuity of supply to all our customers.

Please contact Ash for all sales enquires and if you want to collect an order he can arrange for a 
contactless pick-up.

We apologise for any inconvenience.

The Blokart Team


Composite High Pressure Rim 
The new 50psi Composite Rims are now available aftermarket and will be 
standard equipment on all new Blokart’s from January 2022


The Composite Rims feature:

- Strong fibre reinforced construction, which allows tyres to be inflated to 50psi 
for minimal frictional resistance when sailing on hard terrain….faster top 
speeds!

- Tubeless Tyre compatibility, the larger diameter shoulders on the Rims allow 

the tubules tyres to seal which makes inflation significantly easier. 

Video of Tubeless Tyre fitting 

- Some sailors have even managed to inflate their tubeless Tyres with a hand pump!    


(Tip: leave a tube inflated in the tyres for 24 hours+ before fitting)

- Composite Rims take the same Bearings and Spacers as the older Rims, so its not essential to 

replace them when upgrading your Rims.

Composite Rims & Complete Wheels are available now: 
BWH2005  Rim only- Composite                          Rec Retail NZ$67.85+ Freight        AU$67.10+ Freight 
BWH2205  Wheel- Composite inc bearings         Rec Retail NZ$131.05+ Freight      AU$153.68+ Freight 

We visited a local Retirement Village as asked for a volunteer to fit a tubeless tyre to a Composite 
Rim…..With a Hand Pump!…..Without pre-spreading the beads with an inflated tube! 

85 year old Bob took up the challenge. It took a little ‘jiggle’ but on the second attempt Bob was 
successful. WATCH HERE   …..If Bob can do it, you can do it! ;-)


30PSI Rims 
Standard 30psi Rims will be phased-out in preference for the new high pressure rim, which are now 
available aftermarket and are standard equipment on new Blokart’s. 

We have very low stock of the Dark Grey and the older Light Grey 30psi Rims so if you want one to 
match your current wheels I recommend that you order ASAP as they will not be made again.

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/0yszd3vf53nyfnz/Fitting%20Tubeless%20Tyre%20to%20Composite%20Rim.MOV?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9ag2jjmvqnuo2v8/Fitting%20Tubeless%20Tyre%20to%20Composite%20Rim%20with%20Hand%20Pump.MOV?dl=0


New Big Fork 
One of the best modifications made to the Blokart over the years was the shift from Steel to a Forged 
Aluminium Fork. Strength and corrosion issues were gone and the new fork featured replacement Axle 
and Steerer Tube rather than having to replace the complete Fork after an accident.

Due to the successes of the standard Alloy Fork the Blokart R&D Team have designed a Forged 
Aluminium Big Fork!


Important: We have already sold out of Big Fork’s in

NZ and Australia and we will be out of stock for a few 
months before the new model arrives…..but it’ll be 
worth the wait!

                      ETA: May 2022 

New Downhaul for Karts 
Eliminating the aluminium hook for the standard Downhaul system due to it falling out of the sail eyelet 
when the downhaul is released has been an objective for some time.

From the end of January all Blokart’s will be fitted with a new system featuring 

- a quick release shackle with retained pin which is permanently mounted on the downhaul

- a V-Jam cleat which securely locks the downhaul cord, yet easily adjustable

- the same downhaul ratio


 

New Sail Shipment 
We are pleased to announce that all sail colours 
(Black, Orange, Blue and Yellow) in all sizes are 
now available ex-stock. (2m Black only)

Contact Ash for a quote (ash@blokart.com)


2021 Blokart Line-up 

2022 Blokart’s Feature Composite 50psi Rims, Tubeless High Pressure Tyres, All-weather Tramp Mesh 
Seat and 100% polished Stainless Steel Chassis


 

mailto:ash@blokart.com


Ivanpah USA 2022 
Dates have been set for the annual NABSA (North American Blokart 
Sailing Association) Event on Ivanpah Dry Lake (Primm, Nevada)….aka 
“The Cathedral”  -  March 31st to April 7th 2022  
This is a ‘bucket list event’ so if you can make it, you should!

Link to details here: https://www.nabsa.org/nabsa-events/


Blokart World Championships Announcement 
An announcement will be made in April regarding the 2022 World Champs scheduled to be hosted by 
the Manawatu Blokart Club in New Zealand. The hope is for the Covid rules including border restrictions 
to relax sufficiently to host the event. Watch this space!


Product Reviews 
Composite Rims are obviously the flavour of the month with literally hundreds flying out the door. 

The feedback has also been very reassuring;

- “Quicker and easier to fit Tubeless Tyres. The larger diameter shoulders allow the tyre to seal with 

minimal air escaping around the bead. I even inflated 2 of the 3 with a bike track pump.”

- “Tyre wear after a full day of racing on the Manawatu Blokart track was minimal. At least 3 times 

better wearing I reckon.”

- “The new tyres seem to track a straighter line with minimal wondering at speed. They are an 

improvement even for us beach sailors.”


Tips n Tweaks  
Tubeless Tyre Prep-Keep a tube inflated in your Tubeless Tyres until you are ready to fit them. You will 
find it so much easier as the beads will be forced out sealing the escaping air.


Cracking the Bead- Some have asked how to crack the Tubeless Tyre bead when fitted to a Composite 
Rim - WATCH HERE


New Melbourne Dealer Appointed 
Blokart International (BKI) would like to formally announce the appointment of Brenton Emanuel as the 
official Blokart Dealer for Melbourne.

Brenton has a long history of Blokart sailing and strong relationship with BKI, many of you will already 
know him from events.  

His experience, knowledge and club involvement will be an asset which will help to promote the sport in 
the Melbourne region.

We encourage all VBC members to order from Brenton as required.

Brenton - bem45513@gmail.com      Ph 0428349633


Blokart International Ltd, Mount Maunganui, New Zealand - www.blokart.com

https://www.dropbox.com/s/5iowa56vdz4awdq/Cracking%20the%20Bead%20to%20remove%20tyre.MOV?dl=0

